The diploma thesis called “The problem of illegal employment of foreigners in the Czech Republic” understands the illegal employment of foreigners as a pressing and socially undesirable phenomenon which has many negative effects for the state as well as for the migrants and - in a broader sense - for the society as such. At the same time, the problem is seen as a very complex one. It is, therefore, the aim of the thesis to analyze this problem, structure it and, in this way, make it possible to handle the problem with the help of public policy measures. For this purpose, the thesis follows four subsequent steps towards delimiting a problem - starting from structuration, through problem definition and modelling, to final problem formulation. The biggest attention is given to the first step of structuration, as it is understood to be the basic and - at the same time - the most important of the four steps. Integral part of the problem structuration is the actor analysis on three levels - the first one analyzes the ideo-political level and focuses on the problem perception by the parliamentary political parties; the second then concentrates on the actors at supra-national level and on their influence upon the national level; the third one analyzes the actors at national level, their interest in solution of the problem and their power to influence this solution. The thesis ends with problem formulation, when it sees the problem to be increasingly the misuse of entrepreneurship through trading licences and participation in corporate bodies for the sake of illegal employment of foreigners.